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Abstract 
 

Abnormal contact stresses between wheels and rails can give rise to excessive rail wear and, 
in more extreme cases, to rolling contact fatigue (RCF) and gauge corner cracking (GCC). The 
independent investigation into the Hatfield train disaster in the UK, whose primary cause was a 
rail defect, highlighted the need for improved awareness of the condition of railway rails. This 
work is aimed, not specifically at detecting rail cracks, but at monitoring the intensity of contact 
between wheel and rail using acoustic emission with a view to making an in-service update of 
estimated remanent life.    

 
  A test-rig has been built in order to simulate rail-wheel contact, providing for variations in 
normal contact force and rolling speed, and allowing the simulation of a range of defects in a 
way that would not be possible at full scale. In this paper, wheel flange rubbing on the rail (a 
precursor to GCC) has been simulated and monitored using acoustic emission (AE). A simple 
analytical model for AE arising from normal wheel contact has been used to locate parts of the 
track where a wheel flange is rubbing on the rail. The method works by comparing AE peaks 
above normal with natural defects with and without the additional defect of flange rubbing, cal-
culating a cross-correlation function, whose peakedness is an indication of how well correlated 
the defects are with the AE peaks. In all cases, cross-correlations were better when rubbing was 
present indicating that flange rubbing can be detected even in the face of natural defects.  
 
Keywords: Rail/wheel interaction, structural integrity monitoring. 
 
Introduction 
 

Fracture of railway rails can have serious consequences [1], and some shallow angle defects 
cannot easily be identified even by the most advanced NDT defect detection techniques [2]. Con-
tact stresses are responsible for rail defects and Miller [3] has identified the main factors affect-
ing contact stresses as external load, traction force, and rail-wheel contact area. Contact area and 
hence the stress between rail and wheel had been measured as a function of load using ultrasonic 
NDT although this has not yet been used to establish the exposure to wear and surface fatigue 
under a range of conditions, such as load, speed and surface lubrication [4, 5]. More detailed me-
chanics analyses based on contact stresses (e.g., Ringsberg and Josefson [6]) have established the 
conditions for RCF initiation on rail heads.   

 
Acoustic emission monitoring has been applied to a number of contact problems, such as 

bearings and defects, and has been found to be sensitive to bearing defects [7] and gear defects 
[8] in reciprocating and rotating machineries. Contacts involving curved surfaces lead to particu-
lar issues with durability and, given that contact between a ball bearing and race and between 
rails and wheel have some similarities [9], it is reasonable to suppose that AE monitoring can be 
used to examine the rail-wheel interaction and perhaps also be sensitive to surface and sub-
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surface condition. It has already been claimed that fatigue initiation and propagation in rolling 
contact fatigue (RCF) can be detected using AE, Guo et al. [10]. Equally, it has been found that 
ultrasound is not useful for identifying gauge corner cracking in rails and even the eddy current 
technique is not able to find all individual rail surface defects [2].  

 
The principle of this work is that AE can be used to determine whether the contact between a 

rail and wheel is “normal” or abnormal, abnormalities being defined as rough areas of the rail 
surface, out-of-round wheels, poor flange conformity or misshapen rails.  Being able to do this 
would allow a rail-mounted sensor to be used to count the contact cycles in terms of intensity as 
well as number in a way that could not be derived from traffic figures alone, thus supplementing 
rail maintenance management systems. In earlier work, Thakkar et al. [11] devised an analytical 
model for the particular experimental set-up used, which describes the AE level from normal 
rolling using some simple AE propagation coefficients derived from pencil-lead break tests on 
the track. This model was used to identify areas on the track where natural surface defects cause 
additional AE in a similar way to defect identification in bearings and gear teeth. In this paper, a 
parallel set of experiments is reported, using the same track surface condition, but with an eccen-
tricity of the wheel trajectory in relation to the track, so that flange rubbing takes place over a 
controlled length of the track.  
 
Experimental Procedure 
 

The test rig (Fig. 1b, c) consisted of a circular track round which a single wheel was driven 
using a motor at the centre of the track and a rigid arm, to which the wheel was attached. To ob-
tain a rubbing effect of the wheel flange on the track, the motor shaft was displaced by about 2.4 
mm (Fig. 1a) from the centre of the circular track. The variation of contact around the circumfer-
ence was therefore mostly “normal” with an arc, within which the flange comes into contact with 
the rail, reaches a maximum contact load and then comes out of contact with the rail.  

PAC Micro-80D AE sensors and PAC type 1220A preamplifiers (dual gain 40dB-60dB) 
were mounted on one side of the joint in the circular track (Fig. 1b) and connected to an NI 6115 
data acquisition board used to collect raw AE data.  
 

 
Fig. 1:  (a) Motor shaft displacement, (b) sensor positions on rail, (c) wheel flange rubbing on 
rail. 
            

The sensors were mounted on the web of the rail at 0.1 m and 1 m from the joint, the sensor 
nearest the joint being used as the trigger sensor and the other to collect the data for processing. 
The raw-data measuring sensor leaves 4.4-m distance on the other side of track, for wheel to 
travel before wheel arrives once again on top of the joint.  The reason why raw-data measure-
ment sensor was placed 1-m away from joint is to get adequate raw signal on both sides of 
placed sensor for the even minimum wheel speed (1 ms-1). Four different wheel speeds (1 ms-1, 
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1.5 ms-1, 3 ms-1 and 3.5 ms-1) were used and four different contact loads (4 kg, 5 kg, 6 kg and 6.5 
kg) were applied and, corresponding to applied speed, wheel travelling distance increased (2-m, 
3-m, 6-m and 7-m, respectively) as the data-storage time was constant, 2 sec.  The mounting 
points were cleaned with sand paper and vacuum grease was used as a couplant with the sensors 
being held against the surface using magnetic clamps. Data was acquired at 2.5 MHz, for 5 
Msamples corresponding to 2-sec recording time, in which the wheel moves, for a speed of 3.5 
ms-1, 7 m including the pre-trigger distance (0.14 m), completing more than a full revolution of 
the test rig (5.4-m circumference) for the condition discussed.  Five records were taken for every 
wheel speed and load giving a total 80 records, under 16 different conditions.  The track was 
made from 50 mm×6.25 mm profiled mild-steel bar, cold bent into the circular shape and joined 
by a simulated fish plate with a 3-mm gap. The wheel was of cylindrical shape of diameter 90 
mm with a flange on the inner edge and was mounted on two rolling-element bearings (Fig. 1c).  
 

A dial gauge was mounted on the supporting arm (Fig. 2a) to measure the position of the rail 
relative to the motor shaft after displacement (Fig. 1a) and measurements of the radial distance 
between the rail and the arm tip taken at regular intervals around the track circumference. The 
actual fitted (through measured points) and nominal circles are shown to scale in Fig. 2b, the 
nominal circle being the one, which assumes the design radius of 850 mm and a centre at (0,0). 
Figure 2c shows the same data with the radial coordinate amplified by subtracting 840 mm from 
each radial value, and shows the flange contact zone, which corresponds to distances of 1.4 to 
2.4-m from the joint.  
 

 
Fig. 2. (a) Dial gauge on supporting arm, and measured points and fitted and nominal circles, (b) 
at full scale and (c) with amplified radial scale. 
 
Results and analysis 
 

A simple attenuation model has been developed [11], which treats a wheel as continuously 
moving source that generates AE energy, E0, throughout its travelling. AE energy increases with 
increasing speeds, on the simulated track for the constant raw-data measurement time (2 sec).  
The total energy, Et, is recorded at fixed sensor 1-m away from the joint. The circumferential po-
sition x1 is the position of the wheel between joint to sensor when wheel approaches towards the 
sensor while circumferential position x2 is the position of the wheel between sensor to joint when 
wheel travels away from the sensor. For both positions, we considered five different paths (direct 
wave travelling, reflected wave travelling once it hits the joint from both sides and transmitted 
wave travelling from both sides of joint) that change with respect to continuously changing 
wheel positions so that Et can be calculated by equation 1 and 2 to discriminate the changes in 
the signal due to wheel position with respect to raw data measurement sensor.     
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 (1) 

 
    

 (2) 

This model is fitted to RMS voltages of measured raw signals for explained condition and 
time steps used for both are 2.9 ms. During the described time step, waves are travelling 8.99-m 
(1.66 times the track circumference) as the wave velocity was found to be 3100 ms-1 during cali-
bration test by using pencil-lead break tests with four sensors in single array and similar three 
arrays used by keeping source sensor at constant distance and moving rest of the sensors 0.26-m 
away from source. The attenuation coefficient, k = -0.57 dB/m, was found using the same cali-
bration set up while calibrating reflection coefficient (R = 48%) and transmission coefficient (T = 
25%) from and through the joint, respectively.  
 

 
Fig. 3: Measured rms AE at a wheel speed of 3.5 m/s. –––– rms AE;             analytical model. 
 

Only one unknown in Eqs. 1 and 2 is E0, as c1 and c2 are the track circumference and distance 
between joint and sensor, respectively. These are known and can be varied at not only every 
measurements but also for Eqs. 1 and 2, to produce a best-fit level of the model. It takes the av-
erage value of RMS signal until the wheel arrives on top of the sensor from joint for Eq. 1 and 
again takes average value of RMS but this time for Eq. 2 and distance of wheel from top of the 
sensor to wheel arrival on joint for the explained condition. Once the wheel arrives on top of the 
sensor again the cycle starts from the beginning. 
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Comparing the circumferential variation in AE with the best-fit model allows the identifica-
tion of areas where there is an indication of abnormal contact. Figure 3 shows five independent 
measurements of the rms averaged AE (averaging time 0.01 s) along with the fitted normal con-
tact curves for one example of a wheel velocity of 3.5 ms-1 and a preload of 4 kg. As can be seen, 
the signal is significantly and consistently above the model fit in the flange-rubbing zone, high-
lighted by black fill, between D1 and D2.  

 
The dashed lines marked with “J” are the positions where the wheel passes over the joint and 

here spikes are evident due to wheel impact on the joint. The location of the joint in the AE re-
cord is an important part of the curve-fitting process as it allows the discontinuity between Eq. 1 
and Eq. 2 to be identified. At the example wheel speed of 3.5 ms-1, the wheel arrives twice at the 
sensor during each record.  

 
In the earlier work [11], the natural defects on the surface of the rail were measured and Fig. 

4 shows their intensity, measured as the total length of defect per 0.1-m length of track alongside 
the rms AE above background noise again averaged per 0.1-m length of track for each of the five 
records at the example condition of 3.5-ms-1 wheel speed and 4-kg load. Figure 5 shows the cor-
responding autocorrelation function for each of the five records with their corresponding kurtosis 
values, ranging from 1.9 to 2.07. Figure 6 shows the defect intensity distribution with flange 
rubbing added, along with the corresponding AE signal above normal rolling. Figure 7 
shows the cross-correlations for the flange-rubbing case along with the corresponding 
values of kurtosis (1.66 to 1.88) for comparison with Fig. 5, again for the example condi-
tion. As can be seen, the kurtosis is improved over the case without flange rubbing.  

 

 
Fig. 4: Signal above normal and defect intensity without flange rubbing.  

 
Fig. 5: Cross correlation between defect intensity and AE above normal without flange rubbing. 
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Fig. 6: Signal above normal and defect intensity with flange rubbing. 

 
Fig. 7: Cross correlation between defect intensity and AE above normal with flange rubbing. 

 
Applying the same approach to the remaining speeds at a 4-kg load yields similar results, and 

Fig. 8 shows the averaged value of kurtosis for the five records at each condition. It is clear that 
the average kurtosis is always smaller with flange rubbing, indicating a more peaked cross-
correlation function, although the difference is more marked at the lowest speed, where the kur-
tosis is generally higher, indicating generally poorer cross-correlation. It is suspected that the 
poor correlation for low speeds is partly due to the fact that a complete revolution is not acquired 
in the low-speed records and, more importantly, to the fact that the sensitivity to natural defects 
is low at low speeds; this is also the case for low loads. Whereas the effect of speed and load on 
sensitivity to natural defects is a matter for future investigation, it appears at present that the sen-
sitivity to flange rubbing is not affected as much by the experimental conditions. 
 
Conclusions    
 

Using a simple model of AE for normal rolling and correlating the AE signal above the 
model value with a measure of defect intensity per unit length of track, the following conclusions 
can be drawn. 

 
1. The signal-above-normal-rolling can be correlated with the intensity of natural defects and 
flange rubbing can be treated as defect of unit intensity.  
2. The correlation is improved when flange rubbing is present and the correlations persist for 
flange rubbing under conditions where it is poor for natural defects.  
3.  The effect of experimental conditions (speed and load) on defect sensitivity is matter for 
future investigation. 
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Fig. 8: Kurtosis with and without flange rubbing for all wheel speeds at 4-kg load. (Conditions 1-
4; 1 ms-1, 1.5 ms-1, 3 ms-1 and 3.5 ms-1, respectively)  
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